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Become the most intuitively, soul-aligned,

version of yourself for you, your family,

your friends, and the world.

self care challenge



Welcome to 'The 30 day self care challenge'!
I am so excited you are here and inviting this practice into your life.

 
Regular self care is a part of my daily life and I know that as soon as I let those

simple and powerful rituals slip I begin to feel far from my best self. 
 

My nervous system begins to feel overwhelmed and my intuition isn't as easy
to sense. I notice it's easier to slip into my ego, I feel tired, grumpy,

unmotivated, overwhelmed, less resilient and the list goes on. 
 

Especially over the past 18+ months since the Covid-19 pandemic began.
 I have noticed an enormous shift with myself when I am practicing nourishing
self care and supporting all four of my arenas (mental, emotional, physical and

energetic).
 

I feel calm and grounded. I feel connected to my intuition, more easily able to
sense it, trust it and take action upon it. I act from love, feel energized,

peaceful, motivated, empowered, resilient. I feel like my best version of me. 
 

My personal goal for practicing daily self care is to be the most intuitively, soul-
aligned, version of myself for me, my family, my friends, and the world.

 
Our energy and actions create a ripple effect around us and I want to create a

ripple effect that is as soul-aligned, positive, inspiring and calm as possible.
 

Now, we all have our days when life and emotions get the best of us and we'd
rather hide away from the world or react to it. But that's what consistent self
care is here to do. Support us to ride the waves of life, offering ourselves self

love and self compassion through the ups and downs.
 

Self care is also one of the gateways to our intuition. When our self care cup is
consistently topped up it's easier to access and trust our intuition and

strengthen it's connection. It becomes clearer when to take intuitive action
and easier to take the action.
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"You will never change your life until you change something you do daily.
The secret of your success is found in your daily routine."

I LOVE this quote of John C Maxwell's. To truly make change in our lives it
starts with our consistent daily rituals. It's the words we say to ourselves, the
energy we shift through our body with movement, the inspiration we receive
through books, podcasts and nourishing chats. It's the consistent daily rituals

that over all create change, one tiny practice at a time.
 

In this ebook I share with you the structure I personally use to create, stick to
and stay motivated with my consistent self care practices.

 
The week that I created this ebook I was in lockdown with 3 kids while my
hubby was working every day. I learned from past lockdowns that were

exhausting and overwhelming, I tweaked my self care schedule and despite
being in lockdown I ended up having the most fun, productive, peaceful,

present and energized week! 
 

And I want you to be able to experience this too! Whether you are in
lockdown, something big or small is changing in your life or you're riding the
highs and lows of life. I want you to have the tools to create a practice that

offers you support through it all.
 

How to use this ebook: Page 2 & 3: Why & how this challenge will change your
life. Pages 4 & 5: How to use the tracker on page 6. Page 6: Your personal

ritual tracker to use each month to set your self care & keep you accountable,
motivated & on track. Pages 7 & 8: Examples of how I use this 30 day self care

challenge ritual tracker to create consistent self care rituals & awesome
results! Pages 9, 10, 11, 12 &13: My three favorite inspirational quotes as

motivational posters. Page 14: How I can support you after this challenge if
you are after more inspiration, 1-on-1 support & how we can stay connected!

 
I really hope you love this challenge and get what you want from it! Tag me on
Instagram @stephdemetrious or email me at info@stephdemetrious.com and

let me know how you're challenge is going. I can't wait to hear from you!
 

Big love and hugs, Steph xx
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Mental arena Physical arena

Emotional arena Energetic arena

Goal: 
Set a self care goal that will nourish you where you need the support in life at the
moment. Be it mentally, emotionally, physically or energetically. Spend some time
filling out the sections below with nourishing self care practices and feel into which

will give you what you are after. You can also use 'muscle testing'. If you want to
learn how to muscle test check out 'The gateway to your intuition'  video on my

stephdemetrious.com/free-resources page.
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Why it's important
Knowing your 'Why' will make it so much easier to stick to this challenge.
Understanding why we are taking the time each day to practice self care anchors us
into it's deeper purpose and offers us more motivation and consistency. Make sure
you can feel your why in your body and you're good to go! Knowing how you want
this habit to have you feeling will superpower your commitment to your practice!

 

 My challenge buddy is
I love having a challenge buddy! To support one another to stay accountable,

connected to your why and stay motivated on the daily! Choose someone who you
know will be as committed as you and who you can comfortably communicate with

daily. Choose your form of communication (i.e.text, vm, whattsapp) and you're
good to go!

Daily self care tracker
Feel free to use this as you please! You might like to write in the date each day as

you go along, tick the boxes, draw a smiley face, star, heart, or whatever feels fun to
you! You might even like to write an inspirational word for each day in there. Have

some fun with it to spice up your days and keep the challenge interesting!

Reflection
This is a space for you to reflect on the past 30 days. What worked, what didn't.

Writing with a lens of self compassion can be super helpful here. This is a powerful
tool to support your next month of practicing rituals and committing to them.

Working out what did and didn't work will make it easier for you to know yourself
better and how you can best commit to your daily self care rituals.

Celebration
And now it's time to celebrate! Choose your gift to yourself. Maybe it's the book
you've been wanting to read, a new journal, a solo picnic in a park, a hike with
your challenge buddy, a massage, a meal at your favorite café, whatever sings

'Celebration!' in your heart! Make sure you set aside time for your celebration, to
be present and really soak it in and enjoy your achievements.
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Goal:

Why it's important to me:

M T W TH F SA SU

My challenge buddy is:

stephdemetrious.com

How I will celebrate when I finish:

Reflection:
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Mental arena Physical arena

Emotional arena Energetic arena

Goal: 
My goal for the next 30 days is to move my body every day. Going in and out of

lockdowns at the moment has me feeling tired and overwhelmed at times.
Moving my body every day shifts stagnant energy, boosts happy hormones

(serotonin) and I feel energized, fitter, stronger and more positive. It offers me
some alone time to recharge myself, process emotions and shift into a motivated

and solutions oriented mindset.

Example

Read a book
Meditate
Journal

Chat with a friend
Put on some music I love

Listen to an inspiring podcast
Session with my psychologist

Organize a babysitter

Walk
Yoga

Dance
Spin bike

Drink 2L of water
Scooter with the kids

Eat 80% nourishing food
Take my supplements

Have a nap

Feel it
Self Reiki
Meditate

Journal it out
Go for a walk

Talk to a friend
Kinisiology session

Self Reiki
Go for a walk
Move my body
Set a boundary
Talk to a friend

Smudge/ cleanse the house
Meditate with some crystals
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Goal:

Why it's important to me:

M T W TH F SA SU

My challenge buddy is:
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How I will celebrate when I finish:

Reflection:

Example

Move my body every day. 

Moving my body every day shifts 
stagnant energy and I feel energized, fitter and stronger. It offers me some
alone time to recharge myself, process emotions and shift into a motivated

and solutions oriented mindset.

My friend Kylie!

Take a rug, cup of tea 
and my book to the park for some chill time in the sunshine.

I am really proud I moved my body almost every day! 
Even though I missed 2 days when I was unwell I'm glad I prioritized rest

when I needed it. I also sat with my emotions when I could be bothered and
worked through it to keep going. I feel SO much fitter, focused and inspired!
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You will never change your
life until you change 
something you do daily.

The secret of your success is
found in your daily routine.

John C Maxwell
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A positive mind finds a
way it can be done. 

A negative mind looks for all
the ways it can't be done.

Anon
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Self care is a 
gateway to your

intuition.
Steph Demetrious
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Things come at us every day 
that are beyond our control,

but we can control our response.
Lisa Messenger
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Motivation is what 
gets you started
habit is what 

keeps you going 
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After more support?
Steph works one-on-on with clients in her clinic in Mornington, Victoria,

Australia and online worldwide.
 

Steph's sessions include
Energy Balance sessions (a combination of Kinesiology, Reiki and 

Intuitive Healing) both 60 and 30 minute sessions,
Intuitive Mentoring sessions,

Rebirth Cycle Session, and
Akashic Record Readings.

 
You can learn more about these and book your session at

stephdemetrious.com/1-on-1-sessions.
 

'Ignite Your Intuition' Podcast
You can tune into Steph's 'Ignite Your Intuition' Podcast where she shares her
intuitive journey and talks and teaches about energy, emotions, intuition, the
journey of the soul and more, on all podcasting platforms including spotify,

apple itunes, stitcher, soundcloud and more.
 

Free Resources
Steph has a growing library of resources from videos, audios, guides and more

to support you on your intuitive journey.

Connect with Steph
Website: stephdemetrious.com
Instagram: @stephdemetrious

Email: info@stephdemetrious.com


